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(mainly LHC)
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A few points

Why build calorimeters ?
Calorimeters important properties 

Electromagnetic processes involved 

EM shower developments

Experimental techniques
Homogeneous calorimeters
Sampling calorimeters

Hadronic Showers

Tevatron and LHC calorimeters
CDF, D0, CMS, LHCb, ALICE, ATLAS

Structure
Performance

Calorimeters for Linear Colliders
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What is a calorimeter?

Concept comes from thermo-dynamics:
A leak-proof closed box containing a substance 
which temperature is to be measured.

Temperature scale:
1 calorie (4.185J) is the necessary energry to increase the 
temperature of 1 g of water at 15°C by one degre

At hadron colliders we measure GeV (0.1 - 1000)
1 GeV = 109 eV ≈ 109 * 10-19J = 10-10 J = 2.4 10-9 cal
1 TeV = 1000 GeV : kinetic energy of a flying mosquito

Required sensitivity for our calorimeters is 
~ a thousand million time larger than 

to measure the increase of temperature by 1oC of 1 g of water
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Why calorimeters ?

First calorimeters appeared in the 
70’s: 
need to measure the energy of all 
particles, charged and neutral.

Until then, only the momentum of 
charged particles was measured 
using magnetic analysis.

The measurement with a 
calorimeter is destructive e.g.
          
    
 π- + p → π0 + n

                          γ γ

Particles do not come out alive of a calorimeter

Magentic
analysis

CalorimetryE(p) (GeV)

σ
/E

(p
)
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General structure of a calorimeter in particle physics
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Important characteristic: Energy Resolution

High Purity Germanium crystal 

Scintillator detector
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Important characteristic: Energy Resolution 

Mass Reconstruction of W & Z0 in UA2
(years 80-90)
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Important characteristic: Linearity

Response: mean signal per unit of deposited energy
e.g. # of photons electrons/GeV, pC/MeV, µA/GeV

A linear calorimeter has a constant response

Electromagnetic calorimeters are in general linear. 
All energies are deposited via ionisation/excitation of the absorber.
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Important characteristic: Position Resolution

Higgs Boson search in ATLAS
if MH ∼ 120 GeV search in channel H→γγ
σ (MH) / MH = ½ [σ(Eγ1)/Eγ1⊕σ(Eγ2)/Eγ2⊕cot(θ/2) σ(θ)]

pp→H+x → γγ + x

θ
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Important property: Time Resolution

pp collisions will have a frequency of 25ns (now 50ns)
~20 interactions/bunch crossing when L=1034cm-2s-1

Some theoretical models predict existence of long lived particles

Time measurement 
Validate the synchronization between sub-detectors (~1ns)

Reject non-collisions background (beam, cosmic muons,..)
Identify particles which reach the detector with a non nominal time 
of flight (~5ns measured with ~100ps precision)



Important characteristic: Particle Identification

Particle Identification is particularly crucial at Hadron Colliders:
Large hadron background
Need to separate 

Electrons, photons, muons from 
Jets, hadrons 

Means
Shower shapes (lateral & longitudinal segmentations)
Track association with energy deposit in calorimeter
Signal time

11

e±/π±  rejection
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Important property: Particle Identification

Higgs boson search in ATLAS
if MH ∼ 120 GeV search in channel H→γγ
Background: π0 looking like a γ

pp→γ-jet→ γ+π0 + x

γ

π0γγ

γ/π0 rejection
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Radiation Hardness & Activation

At LHC, detectors, and in particular calorimeters, have to be radiation 
hard

Material (active material), glues, support structure, cables,…
Electronics installed on the detector

Dominant source of particles (for the calorimeter) is coming from 
particles produced by the pp collisions 

This was (and is still) one of the challenge when designing the 
calorimeters for LHC

Detailed maps produced by MC to assess expected level
Dedicated tests in very high intensity beam lines

Experiments have installed monitoring detectors which will allow (in the 
near future) to confront the models with measurements.

14
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Interaction with matter

Signal detection (light, electric charge)
Homogenous or sampling calorimeters

Calorimeters

Electronics
(conversion, amplification,

signal transmission)
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Calorimeters have the following properties:
Sensitive to charged and neutral particles
Precision improves with Energy (opposite to magnetic 
measurements)
No need of magnetic field
Containment varies as ln(E): compact
Segmentation: position measurement and identification
Fast response
Triggering capabilities

General charaterictics

E
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Electromagnetic 
showers

e GEANT shower
(PbWO4 crystal)



Electromagnetic showers result from electrons and photons
undergoing bremsstrahlung and pair creation

For high energy (GeV scale) electrons bremsstrahlung is the 
dominant energy loss mechanism
For high energy photons pair creation is the dominant absorption 
mechanism
Shower development is governed by these processes

Electromagnetic showers

19
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Which processes contributes for electrons ? 

Ec



Ionization

Interaction of charged particles with the atomic electronic cloud
Dominant process at low energy E<Ec

The whole incident energy is ultimately lost in the form of ionization 
and excitation of the medium
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σ ⧼ Z
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Ionization: detectable 
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 Critical Energy Ec

Materials Z Ec (MeV) X0 (cm)

Liquid Argon  18 37 14

Fe 26 22 1.8

Lead 82 7.4 0.56

Uranium 92 6.2 0.32

Solide 

Liquide 

There are more ionizing particles (E<Ec) in a dense medium



Bremsstrahlung
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Real photon emission in the electromagnetic field of the atomic nucleus

(k)(E,p)

(E’,p’)
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Radiation Length

The radiation length is a “universal” distance, very useful to describe 
electromagnetic showers (electrons & photons)

X0 is the distance after which the incident electron has radiated (1-1/e) 
63% of its incident energy 
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E0

1X0

0,37 E0

1

3

2

Air Eau Al LAr Fe Pb PbWO4

Z - - 13 18 26 82 -

X0 (cm) 30420 36 8,9 14 1,76 0.56 0.89



Radiation Length
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Approximation

Energy loss by radiation

γ Absorption (e+ e- pair creation) 

For compound material
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Energy loss in matter: photons

Pair Production

Probability of conversion in 1 X0 is e-7/9

Can define mean free path:

Compton 
scattering 

Photo-electric effect



Pair production

Photon interaction with nucleus electric field or 
electrons if Eγ > 2.me.c2.

Cross-section is independent of Eγ (Eγ>1 GeV)

Conversion length λconv = 9/7 X0

e+e- pair is emitted in the photon direction
θ ~me/Eγ
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σpair ∼ 7/9 . A/NA . 1/X0
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Photo-electric effect

Photon extracts an electron from the atom 
γ+atom→e-+atom*

Cross-section 
strong function of the number of 
electrons
Dominant at very low energy

Electrons are emitted isotropically
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Compton scattering

Process dominant at Eγ ≃ 100 keV - 5 GeV
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scattered e- 
Eeʼ=√me

2c4+peʼ2c2

Peʼ=- pγʼ

Atomic e-

Ee=mec2

Pe~0Incident Photon
Eγ = h ν
pγ =h ν/c

Scattered photon
Eγʼ = h νʼ
pγʼ=h νʼ/cθ

φ

σcompton ∼ Z . ln(Eγ)/Eγ

QED cross-section for γ-e scattering



Angular distribution: γ
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Pair

Compton

Photo-electric
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Summary: electrons vs photon



Schematic shower development
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e- / e+Ee<Ec

e- / e+Ee>Ec

photon
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Summary: development of EM showers 

The shower develops as a cascade by energy transfer from the 
incident particle to a multitude of particles (e± and γ).

The number of cascade particles is proportional to the energy 
deposited by the incident particle

The role of the calorimeter is to count these cascade particles

The relative occurrence of the various processes briefly described 
is a function of the material (Z)

The radiation length (X0) allows to universally describe the shower 
development
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EM shower description: simple model

The multiplication of the shower continues until the energies 
fall below the critical energy, Ec

A simple model of the shower uses variables scaled to X0 and Ec

Electrons loose about 2/3 of their energy in 1X0, and the 

photons have a probability of 7/9 for conversion: X0 ~ generation length

After distance t:

When E~ Ec  shower maximum:
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EM showers longitudinal development

Copper

t0=   -0.5 electrons
       +0.5 photons
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EM showers longitudinal development
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ATLAS combined 
testbeam 2004 setup

Electrons shower mean 
depth in X0 (MC)
1,2,3,5,9,20,50, 100 GeV
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           …….……

 Measurement made by ALEPH
e+e- ➝ e+e-

e+e- ➝ γγ

Electron/Photon longitudinal 
development: different
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EM showers lateral development

Molière radius, Rm, scaling factor for lateral extent, defined by:

Width of core controlled by
multiple scattering
of e±

Width of periphery controlled
by Compton photons

Gives the average lateral deflection of electrons of critical energy after 1X0 

• 90% of shower energy contained in a cylinder of 1Rm

• 95% of shower energy contained in a cylinder of 2Rm

• 99% of shower energy contained in a cylinder of 3.5Rm



EM showers simulations

Electromagnetic processes are well understood and can be very well 
reproduced by MC simulation:

A key element in understanding detector performance
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uncertainty due to the chosen fit range, results are also
considered where the range of the low energy side is
restricted to 1.5 and extended to 2.5 standard deviations.

The mean reconstructed energy divided by the beam
energy is shown in Fig. 16. The error bars indicate the
statistical uncertainty as obtained by the fit procedure.
Since the absolute calibration of the beam energy is not
precisely known, all points are normalised to the value
measured at E ¼ 100GeV. The inner band represents the
uncorrelated uncertainty on the knowledge of the beam
energy, while the outer band shows in addition the
correlated uncertainty added in quadrature (see Section
2). For energies E410GeV, all measured points are within
"0:1%. The point E ¼ 10GeV is lower by 0.7% with
respect to the other measurements.

10.2. Systematic uncertainties on the linearity results

The systematic uncertainties induced by various effects
on the reconstructed electron energy are shown in Fig. 17.
In order to evaluate the size of some of the systematic
uncertainties, dedicated Monte Carlo simulations have
been produced to calculate new sets of calibration
parameters. These samples were typically smaller than the
default one.

The uncertainty on the current to energy conversion
factor (see Section 5.4) of the PS has been studied using the
w2-distribution of the visible energy distribution for data
and Monte Carlo simulations for all energy points. The
uncertainty is estimated by the scatter for different
energies. The same procedure has been repeated by
studying the dependence of the mean reconstructed energy
on the PS energy in the data and in the Monte Carlo
simulations. A consistent result has been found. Since the
relative contribution for the PS is larger at low energies, the
systematic uncertainty rises towards low energies (see Fig.
17a). While the systematic uncertainty is negligible at
E ¼ 180GeV, it reaches about 0.1% at E ¼ 10GeV.
The uncertainty due to the relative normalisation

difference between the first and the second compartments
(see Section 5.4) is shown in Fig. 17b. This effect biases the
energy measurement by up to about 0.1%, mostly at low
energies.
The systematic uncertainty arising from the incomplete

knowledge of the amount of LAr between the PS and
the LAr excluder in front of it (see Section 4) is shown in
Fig. 17c. It introduces an uncertainty of about 0.05%.
Again, low energies are most affected.
Fig. 17d shows the effect of adding ad hoc

0:02X 0 additional material between the PS and the first
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M. Aharrouche et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 568 (2006) 601–623 617

ATLAS EM calorimeter 
testbeam



Properties for electromagnetic calorimeters
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Towards Electromagnetic Calorimeters

Detectable signal is proportional to the number of potentially detectable 
particles in the shower Ntot ⧼ E0/Ec 

Total track length T0 = Ntot . X0 ∼ E0/Ec . X0

Detectable track length Tr = fs . T0 where fs is the fraction of Ntot which 
can be detected by the involved detection process (Cerenkov light, 
scintillation light, ionization) Ekin > Eth

Converting back to materials (X0⧼A/Z2, Ec⧼1/Z) and fixing E

Maximize detection fs
Minimize Z/A
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Exemple

Take a Lead Glass crystal 
Ec = 15 MeV
produces Cerenkov light 
Cerenkov radiation is produced par e± with β > 1/n, i.e E > 0.7MeV

Take a 1 GeV electron
At maximum 1000 MeV/0.7 MeV e± will produce light
Fluctuation 1/√1400 = 3%

One then has to take into account the photon detection efficiency which 
is typically 1000 photo-electrons/GeV: 1/√1000 ~ 3%

Final resolution  σ/E ~ 5%/√E
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Homogeneous calorimeters
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All the energy is deposited in the 
active medium

Excellent energy resolution
No longitudinal segmentation

All e± with Ekin>Eth produce a signal

Scintillating crystals 
Eth ≂ β.Egap ∼ eV
➝ 102÷104 γ/MeV

σ/E ∼ (1÷3)%/√E (GeV)

Cerenkov radiatros 
β>1/n ➝ Eth ≂ 0.7 MeV

➝ 10÷30 γ/MeV
σ/E ∼ (5÷10)%/√E (GeV)



Sampling calorimeters

Absorber (high Z): typically Lead, Uranium
Active medium (low Z): typically Scintillators, Liquid Argon, Wire chamber

Energy resolution of sampling calorimeter dominated by fluctuations in 
energy deposited in the active layers
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Shower is sampled by layers of an 
active medium and dense radiator

Limited energy resolution
Longitudinal segmentation

Only e± with Ekin>Eth of the active 
layer produce a signal

σ(E)/E ∼ (10÷20)%/√E (GeV)



Sampling fluctuations

Most of detectable particles are produced in the absorber layers
Need to enter the active material to be counted/measured

Using the model of the track length
Tr = fsT0 ~ fs . E/Ecabs . X0abs

fs: sampling fraction
Number of detectable particles in active layer

Nr = Tr/d = fs . E/Ecabs . X0abs/d
Resolution scales like
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Resolution for sampling calorimeters
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↑fsamp ↓ resolution 

↓d ↓ resolution 



Energy Resolution

a the stochastic term accounts for Poisson-like fluctuations
naturally small for homogeneous calorimeters
takes into account sampling fluctuations for sampling calorimeters

b the noise term (hits at low energy)
mainly the energy equivalent of the electronics noise
at LHC in particular: includes fluctuation from non primary interaction 
(pile-up noise)

c the constant term (hits at high energy)
Essentially detector non homogeneities like intrinsic geometry, 
calibration but also energy leakage
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Noise term at LHC: example for ATLAS EM

Electronics noise vs pile-up noise

Electronics integration time was optimized 
taking into account both contributions for 
LHC nominal luminosity if 1034cm-2s-1

Contribution from the noise to an electron is 
typically ~ 300-400 MeV at such 
luminosity 
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The constant term

The constant term describes the level of uniformity of response of the 
calorimeter as a function of position, time, temperature and which are 
not corrected for.

Geometry non uniformity
Non uniformity in electronics response
Signal reconstruction
Energy leakage

Dominant term at high energy
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4.11.5. Energy reconstruction scheme
The energy reconstruction scheme involves a large

number of parameterizations and fits. Inaccuracies of these
parameterizations will impact the energy measurements
and can induce a non-uniform response. A measure of the
inaccuracies of the parametrization is the residual systema-
tic non-uniformity in the Monte Carlo simulation. As was
shown in Section 4.4, this effect amounts to 0.09%.

4.11.6. Module construction
The non-uniformities related to the construction of the

modules are the dominant source of non-correlated non-
uniformities. The main sources of the non-uniformity in
the construction of modules are the lead thickness and the
gap dispersion.

(i) The impact of the variations in lead thickness on the
EM energy measurements was assessed and a scaling
factor of 0.6 was found between the dispersion of the
lead thickness and the dispersion of the EM energies.

(ii) Similarly the impact of the variations of the gap were
studied and a scaling factor of 0.4 was found between
the dispersion of the gaps and that of the EM energy
measurements.

From the measurements presented in Section 1.4.1 the
expected non-uniformity obtained are displayed in Table 8.

4.11.7. Modulation corrections
The energy modulation corrections can impact the

calorimeter response to electrons at different levels either
by affecting the uniformity or the local constant term.

The modulation corrections were evaluated on the
module P13 only and were then applied to all other
modules. For this reason it is difficult to disentangle the

correlated from the non-correlated part of the correction.
For the sake of simplicity this effect will be considered as
exclusively non-correlated. To evaluate its impact both on
the uniformity and on the local constant term, the complete
analysis is done restricting the measurement to a small
region accounting for 20% of the cell around its center.
The differences found are of 0.14% and 0.10% for the
modules P13 and P15, respectively.

4.11.8. Time stability
In order to check the stability of the energy reconstruc-

tion, reference cells were periodically scanned with the
245GeV electron beam. Two cells were chosen for the
modules P13 and P15 both at a middle cell f index of 10
and at Z indices of 12 and 36. For the module M10 only
one reference cell was taken at an Z index of 34. The
variation of the energy reconstruction with time is
illustrated in Fig. 17.
From the observed variations, the impact on the energy

measurements is estimated to be 0.09%, 0.15% and 0.16%
for the modules P13, P15 and M10, respectively.

4.11.9. Summary
All known contributions to the non-uniformity are

summarized in Table 8. The good agreement achieved
between the data and the expectation illustrates that the
most sizable contributions to the non-uniformities have
been identified.
The module P15 displays a slightly better uniformity

than the other modules. None of the control measurements
support this observation. However, as shown in Section
1.4.1 the granularity of the control measurements was not
particularly high. Manufacturing differences within such
granularity may not be observable but could impact the
uniformity.
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also indicated.

Table 8
Detail of the expected contributions to the uniformity and to the constant
term

Correlated
contributions

Impact on uniformity

Calibration 0.23%
Readout electronics 0.10%
Signal reconstruction 0.25%
Monte Carlo 0.08%
Energy scheme 0.09%

Overall (data) 0.38% (0.34%)

Uncorrelated
contribution

P13 P15

Lead thickness 0.09% 0.14%
Gap dispersion 0.18% 0.12%
Energy modulation 0.14% 0.10%
Time stability 0.09% 0.15%

Overall (data) 0.26% (0.26%) 0.25% (0.23%)

The numbers indicated in bold are the measured correlated and
uncorrelated non-uniformities.

M. Aharrouche et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 582 (2007) 429–455448

ATLAS LAr EMB testbeam
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Interlude:
muons
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Muons interacting with matter

Muons are like electrons but behave differently when interacting with 
matter (at a given energy).
Bremsstralhung process is ~ 1/m2

me=0.519 MeV/c2

mµ=105,66 MeV/c2 

Contrary to electrons, muons (E<100GeV) loose energy mainly via 
ionization with

Ec(µ)=(mµ /me)2 x Ec(e)

Ec (µ)≈200 GeV in lead

mµ / me  ~ 200  (mµ / me )2 ~ 40000
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Muons in matter

dE/dx
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Energy deposit of muons in matter

 Muons energy deposit 
in matter is not simply 
proportional to their 
energy.

Cosmic μ in ATLAS LAr EM barrel



Muons for calorimeters

Muons deposit very little energy in calorimeter: dE/dx . x
Except for catastrophic energy loss (γ emission)

They are nice tools to assess calorimeter response uniformity
at low energy

They are nice clean probes to analyze the calorimeter geometry 
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in the other layers, which increases the statistical accuracy
of the measurement.

The drift time uniformity of the Tdrift (0.1× 0.1) dis-
tribution has an RMS of (2.7 ± 0.1)%. Correcting for the
dispersion within a 0.1× 0.1 cell, which in this case is not
negligible ((1.4±0.1)%), these numbers translate to a uni-
formity of the endcap calorimeter response due to intrinsic
gap variations of (0.53±0.02)%. Systematic effects as dis-
cussed in Section 9 increase the error to (0.53 ± 0.04)%.

7.3 Electrode shift

The distribution of the electrode shift as a function of the
azimuthal angle is presented in Figure 21 for layer 2. A
rather flat behavior is observed. Vertical dashed lines cor-
respond to the boundaries between consecutive modules.
With a finer binning no particular increase of the shift
is observed at these transitions, even when extending the
scale to 1000 µm. The average of about 146m is indepen-
dent of the layer.
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Fig. 21. Electrode shift as function of φ for layer 2 of the
endcap.

8 Drift time and velocity measurements

To quantify the consistency of the drift time measure-
ments, the drift velocity (Vdrift) is studied more closely.
The drift velocity can be extracted from drift time mea-
surements if the local gap values are accurately known
(see Equation 1) Both wgap and Tdrift are designed to
be constant for the barrel, but varying with pseudorapid-
ity for the endcap. The variation of the drift time Tdrift

(see Figure 22(a)) does not compensate for the variation
of wgap because Tdrift ∼ w1+α

gap . In addition, the different
high voltage regions in the endcap introduce steps in the
behavior of the drift velocity as a function of η.

In order to compare the drift velocities between barrel
and endcap and for each calorimeter layer, they are scaled
to a reference field of 1 kV/mm:

Vdrift(1 kV/ mm) =
wgap

Tdrift

(

2000 V · wgap

HV nom · 2 mm

)α

(16)
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Fig. 22. (a) Drift time and (b) Drift velocity (at E =
1 kV/mm) versus η in layer 2.

where HVnom is the nominal high voltage value and α is
the exponent introduced in Section 2. Figure 22(b) shows
the drift velocity at the same field 1 kV/mm for layer 2
of the entire calorimeter as a function of η. As expected,
a rather constant behaviour is observed over the entire
calorimeter. The deviations from a perfect horizontal line
is explained by local non-uniformities. Deviations are ob-
served at the transition regions at η=0 and |η| = 0.8 and
in the crack region between barrel and endcap at |η| = 1.4,
where the field is lower.

The temperature in the endcap A is slightly higher (by
about 0.3 K) than the temperatures of the barrel (88.5 K)
and endcap C (88.4 K). This can explain the larger drift
velocity measured in endcap C with respect to endcap A,
by ∼ 0.6%. This effect is clearly visible in Figure 22(b).
This temperature difference corresponds to an expected
difference in drift velocity of approximately 0.5%.

Figure 23 shows the comparison of Vdrift for the dif-
ferent layers of the barrel and endcaps. The mean values
of the distributions are also quoted; the statistical errors
on these means are much smaller than the systematic un-
certainties (see Section 9). According to Equation 16, the
uncertainty in the drift velocity depends on uncertainties
in both the gap size and the drift time. The former can
be extracted from an azimuthal uniformity study, giving
values smaller or equal to 1% and 2% for the barrel and
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End of interlude
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Hadronic Showers
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Hadron showers

Hadronic cascades develop in an analogous way to e.m. showers
Strong interaction controls overall development
High energy hadron interacts with material, leading to multi-particle 
production of more hadrons
These in turn interact with further nuclei
Nuclear breakup and spallation neutrons
Multiplication continues down to the pion production threshold

E ~ 2mπ = 0.28 GeV/c2

Neutral pions result in an electromagnetic component (immediate 
decay: π0→γγ) (also: η→γγ)

Energy deposited by:
Electromagnetic component (i.e. as for e.m. showers)
Charged pions or protons
Low energy neutrons
Energy lost in breaking nuclei (nuclear binding energy)



Hadronic Showers: Where does the energy go?
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Hadronic shower development

Simple model of interaction on a disk of radius R: σint = πR2 ∝ A2/3

 σinel ≈ σ0A0.7, σ0 = 35 mb

Nuclear interaction length: mean free path before inelastic interaction

Z ρ

(g.cm-3)
Ec

(MeV)
X0

(cm)
λint

(cm)
Air 30 420 ~70 000
Water 36 84
PbWO4 8.28 0.89 22.4
C 6 2.3 103 18.8 38.1
Al 13 2.7 47 8.9 39.4
L Ar 18 1.4 14.0 84.0
Fe 26 7.9 24 1.76 16.8
Cu 29 9.0 20 1.43 15.1
W 74 19.3 8.1 0.35 9.6
Pb 82 11.3 6.9 0.56 17.1
U 92 19.0 6.2 0.32 10.5
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Hadronic cascade

As compared to electromagnetic showers, hadron showers are:
• Larger/more penetrating

• Subject to larger fluctuations – more erratic and varied
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Hadron showers

• Individual hadron showers are quite dissimilar

1. 2.
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Hadronic shower and non compensation

Response to 
hadrons

fract. of detected
EM energy

shower
EM energy

fract. of detected
HAD energy

shower
HAD enerrgy

Rh = εeEe   +   εhEh

≈ 1 : compensating calorimeter

> 1 : non compensating calorimter
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Hadronic showers: non compensation

Ee >> EhEe <<Eh

Rh = εeEe   +   εhEh
εe > εh
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Hadron shower longitudinal profiles

Longitudinal profile
Initial peak from π0s produced in the first interaction
Gradual falloff characterized by the nuclear interaction length, 
λint

As with e.m. showers: depth to 
contain a shower increases with 
log(E)
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Hadron shower transverse profiles

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 λint

120 GeV π-

Lateral containment increases 
with energy

Mean transverse momentum from 
interactions, <pT> ~ 300 MeV, is about the

same magnitude as the energy lost
traversing 1λ for many materials
So radial extent of the cascade is well
characterized by λ
The π0 component of the cascade results in
an electromagnetic core



Summary

Why use calorimeters ?
EM processes involved in interactions of e±/γ with matter
EM showers general characteristics
EM calorimeters: homogenous vs sampling

Stochastic term
Energy resolution

Hadronic showers
More erratic development

Next lecture
Tevatron & LHC calorimeters
Performance
Calorimeters for ILC
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Interaction with matter

Signal detection (light, electric charge)
Homogenous or sampling calorimeters

Calorimeters

Electronics
(conversion, amplification,

signal transmission)


